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Appendix A

Appendix Guide to the CoMeS-SPL

GUIDE TO THE COLLABORATIVE METHOD FOR SCOPING

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES COMES-SPL

Software product line scoping is one of an essential and complex

activities of SPL development, because it is an interdisciplinary activity

with a high impact on the SPL success. SPL scoping defines belonging

relationships to the SPL among domains, features, reusable assets

and products as multi-set.

For instance, the scoping bounds the product line by defining those

products belong to the line and which ones do not, it specifies the

domain and raises the basis for the construction of the reusable assets.

The following sections present the tasks and sub-tasks of the method:

• Initial meeting

– Assemble the profile of the line

– Baptize the line

• Identify features
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– Explore existing products

– Propose features

– Analyze features

– Concert features

• Identify Products

• Identify functional domains

• Classify features in functional domains

• Tabulate products and features

• Validation product map

• Set metrics

• Quantify product map and functional domains

• Final meeting
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For the description of each task, MFP extending HAMSTERS nota-

tion was used. the figure ?? shows the representation of an activity in

the MFP, using HAMSTERS elements.And the figure ?? presents the

images used to represent the steps that make up a collaborative task,

and these correspond to the steps defined in the thinkLet used.

Figure A.1 Representation of an task in the MFP, using HAMSTERS elements

Figure A.2 Graphical representation of collaborative activities

To establish the SPL goals.Task: Initial meeting
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Sub-task: Assemble the profile of the line

Figure A.3 Initial meeting
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Sub-Task Assemble the profile of the line

Task Initial meeting

id IM1

Description

The objective of this task is to give an opening to the

scoping, it is sought that all the team that will participate

in the scoping may know what the objectives of the

company and the objectives of the line are, verifying that

these match. This task gives the opportunity for the

participants to get to know each other and express their

interests in the production of the product line.

Collaborative pattern Gamestorming

ThinkLet Empathy map

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

Business Administrator (BA)

Software Architect (SA),

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Domain analyst (DA),

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Input artefact
Business objectives

Market study

Output artefacts SPL Profile

Steps

1.The manager provides the business objectives of the

company in cards (The cards are located in the area

business objectives).

2. the manager, the software architect, the marketing

expert and the project leader will write on cards the

goals that are sought with the production of the

line (one goal per card) and are located in the SPL

Profile. (The cards are located in the area: line goal

3. Verify if the objectives of the business and the

line goals are compatible, for which each

participant associates the line goals and the business

objectives that he considers that are related by using

adhesive circles that are numbered to indicate the

corresponding association.
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Sub-Task Assemble the profile of the line

Steps

4. If any of the line goals does not relate to any of the business

objectives, so it should be considered whether or not to take into

account the last decision of the manager. If none of the line goals is

associated with the business objectives, it must be checked if the

company is interested in developing the line.

5. The marketing expert presents what is the potential market in

which the product line will be focused, potential customers, and the

problems or opportunities that are sought to be covered with the

product line. (The cards are located in the target market area)

6. The domain expert complements the information with information

from potential clients and their needs. (The cards are located in the

target market area)

7. The marketing expert, the domain expert and the project leader

present the competitors and his similar products (The cards are

located in the target market area).

Rules Each contribution must be written on a card.

Table A.1 Assemble the profile of the line
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Figure A.4 SPL Profile
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Sub-task: Baptize the line

Figure A.5 Baptize the line
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Sub-task Baptize the line

Task Initial meeting

id IM2

Description
The objective of this task is to assign a name to the line

among all the participants.

Collaborative pattern Gamestorming

ThinkLet Vote by points

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

Business Administrator (BA)

Software Architect (SA),

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Domain analyst (DA),

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Input artefact

Output artefacts SPL Profile

Steps

1. The project leader asks the participants to write a name

on the card for the SPL (one name per card) and each

participant places it in the title session of the SPL profile.

2. Each member will read the names and vote for the title

that deems most appropriate,

if there is a tie, the vote is repeated among the tied names,

in the session, the only remaining name is the winner

Table A.2 Baptize the line
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Figure A.6 SPL Profile, SPL Name
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To identify features. Task: Identify features

Sub-task: Explore existing products

Figure A.7 Explore existing products
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Sub-task Explore existing products

Task Identify features

id IF1 (optional)

Description
The objective of this task is to assign a name to the line

among all the participants.

Collaborative pattern does not apply

ThinkLet does not apply

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

Business Administrator (BA)

Software Architect (SA),

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Marketing expert (ME)

Domain analyst (DA),

Optional roles

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Input artefact

Similar own products

Documentation of similar products

Similar products external

Output artefacts Preliminary features List

Steps

1. The project leader distributes the products

among the participants.

2. Each participant will look for products similar to

those identified as potential.

3. Each participant will explore the products assigned

and those they have identified and also the

available documentation

4. Each participant will write their own list of possible

features
Table A.3 Explore existing products
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Figure A.8 List possible features
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Sub-task: Propose features

Figure A.9 Propose features

Note: This sub-task can be done using Electronic Brainstorming, or

worksheets online or manually.
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Sub-task Propose features

Task Identify features

id IF2

Description

The objective of this sub-task is to identify the features

that are part of the line, using a brainstorm that allows

participants to propose the greatest number of features,

taking into account the profile of the identified line and

similar products.

Collaborative pattern Generate

ThinkLet FreeBrainstorm

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

Software Architect (SA),

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Business Administrator (BA)

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA),

Input artefact

Similar own products

Documentation of similar products

Similar external products

Preliminary features List (optional)

SPL Profile

Output artefacts List features

Steps

1. The project leader assigns each participant one of the

pages in the tool (one page per participant).

2. Each participant will write down all the possible

features of the line in their page in the features column,

one feature per row and he indicates if it is a feature or

sub-feature in the type column if it is a sub-feature he places

it below the corresponding feature.

3. After the time assigned to the feature entry step, each

participant will rotate to the next page (participant 1 to

participant 2, and so on until the last participant to

participant 1).
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Sub-task Propose features

Task Identify features

Steps

4. Each participant will read the features proposed by the other

participant and:

4.1 If the participant wants to add some detail to any of the proposed

features, he will write it in one of the cells of the columns called

contributions.

4.2. If the participant does not agree or has any concerns with some

feature, he writes it in the opposing cells.

5. If the participant has new features, they will be entered in the

features column after the last feature proposed.

6. Each participant will read all the pages and make their contributions.

Rules

The participants will start from the profile of the line and similar

products

No participant can eliminate features proposed by others

Table A.4 Propose features
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Figure A.10 Features List
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Sub-task: Analyze features

Figure A.11 Analyze features
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Sub-task Analyze features

Task Identify features

id IF3

Description
This task seeks to filter features lists, contributions and

contrapositions, to achieve a clean list and an agreement by the team

Collaborative pattern Convergence

ThinkLet GarlicSqueezer

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA),

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Business Administrator (BA)

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA),

Input artefact List features

Output artefacts Revised features lists

Steps

1. The analysis of the feature lists generated will be done

by the domain expert and project leader, they review the

features, contributions and oppositions.

2. The project leader and domain analyst review:

- Features with contributions, read them and according to

these they can rewrite them with the made comments.

-Features with contrapositions are reviewed if necessary to

rethink or eliminate them.

-The features that are considered similar are grouped.

-They can write comments in the cells of the observations

if they consider it necessary to clarify or discuss in group.

-Eliminate repeated features

3.The group meets again, the project leader informs how

many features were identified, and the questions and points

to clarify are made, this discussion is done verbally, and

the agreements are noted in the respective features.

Rules

During step 2, only the project leader and the domain

expert remain in the space, in order to make a quick

analysis, the more people involved, the discussion

becomes longer.
Table A.5 Analyze Features
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Figure A.12 Features List
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Sub-task: Concert features

Figure A.13 Concert features
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Sub-Task Concert features

Task Identify features

id IF4

Description

The task objective is to make a quick evaluation of the

proposed features considering important criteria for the

company, and obtain a concerted features list.

Collaborative pattern Gamestorming

ThinkLet Voting by points

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA),

Marketing expert (ME),

Business Administrator (BA)

Optional roles

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA),

Input artefact Revised features lists

Output artefacts Concerted features list

Steps

1. The proposed feature lists are put together in a unified list

of features. Identifiers are assigned to each feature and

its sub-features.

2. If there are already developed features, the project

leader

will indicate them in the unified features list.

3. The Expert domain of application, Marketing expert,

Software architect, project leader and Business

administrator propose evaluation criteria for the features;

each one proposes a criterion according to their role and

the line of products and exposes them to the group

verbally; the other members will give their opinion so

that all accept the criteria.

Each criterion is placed by heading one of the following

columns to the features column. For example, the

criterion of the marketing expert will evaluate how

saleable and necessary the feature is in the target market,

the software architect; that is so developable according

to the expertise of the development group and the

available technology by the company.
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Sub-task Concert features

Task Identify features

Steps

4. Each role will evaluate the criterion that corresponds to it, using a

scale of values, 1 disagree, 3 must be analyzed, and 5 is positive and

feasible. (voting method)

5. The evaluation of the features is done among all participants

considering:

- If all evaluations of a feature match:

All criteria evaluated in 5, the feature is included

All the criteria evaluated in 1, the feature is deleted.

-If the evaluation determines that the feature is not necessary for the

customer or is not saleable, the feature is deleted.

-Other conditions are discussed among the participants verbally

to define which features are included.

The list of characteristics will be cleaned so that only those that

have been selected in the evaluation remain

Rules
The participants determine the number and criteria, but it cannot be

more than one criterion per participant

Table A.6 Concert features
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Figure A.14 Features List2
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To identify products

Task: Identify Products

Figure A.15 Identify Products
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Sub-task

Task Identify Products

id IP

Description

In this task, the participants will contribute to identifying

the products that will be part of the line in the same list or

electronic page at the same time

Collaborative pattern Generate

ThinkLet OnePage

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA),

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Business Administrator (BA)

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA),

Input artefact
Concerted features list

SPL Profile

Output artefacts Products list

Steps

1. The project leader informs the group that in this task

the team will identify the products that will be part of the

line, knowing that in previous tasks they thought about

existing similar products or future products, and it is time

to propose them.

2. The participants will propose possible products

describing them and indicating possible customers. Each participant will

write the products that he proposes in the product list.

Each member

will briefly explain the proposed product, name,

description and possible customers

3. Any of the participants can ask questions to clarify or

contribute to the products.

4. The proposed products will be grouped in the product

list.

Rules

Table A.6 Identify Products
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Figure A.16 Features List 3
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To specify the product map00

Task: Tabulate products and features

Figure A.17 Tabulate products and features
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Sub-task Tabulate products and features

Task Specify the product map

id PM1

Description

The objective of this task is to assign the proposed

features to each of the products belonging to the line. With

the product map, common and variable features can be

identified.

Collaborative pattern Evaluation

ThinkLet StrawPoll

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA),

Marketing expert (ME)

Optional roles

Business Administrator (BA)

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA),

Input artefact
Concerted features list

Products list

Output artefacts Product map

Steps

1. The SPL project leader locates in the first column of a

table the identifiers and in the second column the features

and sub-features, leaving the first row free, where each participant will

locate the identified products.

2. Each of the task participants will indicate which of the

features belong to every product. To relate a feature with a

product, the participant will indicate with a letter the type of

relationship in the cell that intercepts the feature with the

product, with one of the following letters:

O: if the feature is required in an obligatory way

D: If the feature is not indispensable but it is desirable

N: if the feature does not belong to the product.
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Sub-task Tabulate products and features

Task Specify the product map

id PM1

Steps

3. Once the participants have linked all the features with the products,

the relations obtained are analyzed as follows:

- if the relation of belonging is unanimous and all participants coincide,

the relationship with the corresponding letter is indicated

- if there is a greater number of obligatory versus desirable,

it is considered mandatory.

- if there is a greater number of desirable versus does not belong,

it is considered desirable.

- If there are disagreements where the difference of evaluations is very

low (tie), a verbal discussion should be made where

each participant explains his/her position

- The domain expert will be in charge of making a final decision in case

of not reaching an agreement

4. The scoping expert will fill the column called feature type:

- if the feature has O for all products it is a mandatory feature

- If the feature has O for some products and D for others, it is variable

- if a feature has D for all products it is variable

If a feature has D for some products and N for others, it is variable

if a feature has N for all products then the feature does not

belong to the line

Rules

- Each participant may assign a single letter per relation

- If there is any discrepancy about the type of a feature, the

participants will expose their reasons if there is no agreement, the

assigned relation is the greatest.

- Priority and priority value columns are not filled during this

task, these columns will be filled in Task Quantify product map

Table A.7 Tabulate products and features
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Figure A.18 Product map
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Task: Validation product map

Figure A.19 Validation product map
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Sub-task Validation product map

Task Specify the product map

id PM1

Description
The objective of this task is to validate and clean the

product map

Collaborative pattern Evaluation

ThinkLet BucketWalkChoose

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA),

Marketing expert (ME

Optional roles

Business Administrator (BA)

Potential Customers (PC)

Sales staff (SS)

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA)

Input artefact Product map

Output artefacts Validated product map

Steps

1. The participants review each product and its features to

validate if features have been well classified.

The project leader asks:

do all the features associated with the first product really

belong to you?

- If a participant thinks that a feature does not belong to

the product or that its type is badly associated, a verbal

discussion is held to reach an agreement

Do you think it is necessary to associate some of the

proposed features to the first product?

- If any of the participants considers that there is a missing

feature to associate, he/she exposes it to the team, to define if it

is associated or not
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Sub-task Validation product map

Task Specify the product map

id PM1

Steps

Do you think any feature is missing in the first product

that has not been considered on the list?

- New features may arise, the domain expert must validate

whether the feature belongs or not, and the project leader

must decide if it is added to the list, if added, it should be

verified if this new feature is associated with other

products.

This revision is repeated until all the products are finished

2. If a feature has not been considered in any product, it

does not belong to the scope, all participants verify it, and

if it does not belong to any product it is removed from the

product map.

3. If a product does not have mandatory features assigned,

the participants must evaluate whether the product belongs

to the proposed line or not.

Rules

- For a feature to be considered at least it must be included

in a product

- For a product to belong to the line it must include the

mandatory features

- A mandatory feature belongs to all products or is variable

Table A.8 Validation product map
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To determine functional domains

Task: Identify functional domains

Figure A.20 Identify functional domains
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Task Identify functional domains

id FD1

Description

The objective of this task is to identify the concepts of a

higher level of abstraction that brings together several

of the proposed features, considering functional and

developmental analogies, these concepts are called

functional domains, which will be used to classify the

proposed features.

Collaborative pattern Organizing

ThinkLet ThemeSeeker

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA)

Optional roles

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA)

Input artefact Features List

Output artefacts Functional domain list

Steps

1. Each participant reads the list of features, identifying

which of those features can be grouped according to

their functionality.

2. When one of the participants proposes a domain name,

it will be written in the functional domain list.

3. The list of features continues to be revised until the

participants identify no more functional domains.

4. The participants should verify that the proposed

functional domains do not overlap, in which case, only

one of the domains should be selected.

Rules

- The domains that overlap each other, or that are

sub-domains of others cannot be proposed

- The domains cannot be so small that they only group a

feature, nor so large that they contain too many features

(preferably not greater than 25% of the proposed features)

Table A.9 Identify functional domains
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Figure A.21 Domain list
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Task: Classify features in functional domains

Figure A.22 Classify features in functional domains
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Task Classify features in functional domains

id FD2

Description
The objective of this task is to classify the features in the

functional domains

Collaborative pattern Organizing

ThinkLet PopcornSort

Mandatory roles

Expert Domain of application (ED)

SPL Project Leader (PL)

Software Architect (SA)

Optional roles

Technical expert (TE),

SPL Expert (LE)

Teamwork Advisor (TA)

Domain analyst (DA)

Input artefact
Functional domain list

Features List

Output artefacts List of categorized features

Steps

1. Participants read each of the features and classify them

in one of the proposed sub-domains.

2. The software architect and the technical expert verify

the relevance of each feature to the proposed functional

domain

3. Participants verify that each feature only belongs to a

single sub-domain.

Rules Each feature can only be in one functional domain

Table A.10 Classify features in functional domains
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Figure A.23 Matrix domains features
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To define the assets for reuse

Task: Establish metrics

Figure A.24 Establish metrics
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Task 7 Establish metrics

id SA1

Input
Product

Line Vision

Description

The task goal is to analyze and refine the business goals

established in the vision of the product line, for refining

the goals to their relevance for the customers, organization

and domains, and express the goal as a characterization

metric. It describes the goal as a measurable benefit in the

context of production based on reuse, assign to the element

or aspect considered to improve a value that allows

validating if the benefit was achieved or not.

Collaborative pattern Convergence

ThinkLet DimSum

Steps

1. Each participant drafts a sample version of the

business goals of SPL, the goals presented by the line

manager when starting scoping activity are start-points,

and these are re-written according to their relevance for

the customers, organization, domains and context.

2. From the proposals of each participant the scoping

expert and the line, SPL manager rewrites the objectives

of the line considering the common elements that he detects.

3. For each goal characterization metrics are written

to make them measurable and verifiable, considering

4 aspects:the purpose (verb), aspect (characteristic), object

(on which it is measured) and the context (environment on

which the measurement is made).

(example: decrease the development time of the products

required by programmers) (Example increase the number

of customers covered by the product offer).

4. Each one of the members contributes to the risks

considered for each metric

Rules
Catching business goals must be characterized with at least

one metric

Table A.11 Establish metrics
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To define the assets for reuse

Task: Quantify product map and functional domains

Figure A.25 Quantify product map and functional domains
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Table A.12 Quantify product map

Figure A.26 Quantify product map
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Appendix B

Appendix Website of the CoMeS-SPL

method

The main objective is to provide the CoMeS-SPL method guide in an

easy way to access by interested companies, development groups or

researchers, so it has been structured following the flow of the method,

and using different forms of specification such as tables and models In

addition, each of the tasks presents the templates of the output work

products.Additionally, the page seeks to be a means of exchanging

opinions and information, facilitating a forum and providing the contact

of CoMeS-SPL developers.

The figure B.1 corresponds to the home of the website

Figure B.2 corresponds to the site map indicating the sections in-

cluded, the description of the method, the publications and the contact

To access most of the information available on the website it is nec-

essary for the user to register,

or can be accessed using the guest user:

login: invitado

Password: invitadospl
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Figure B.1 Homepage
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Figure B.2 Site map
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Appendix C

Appendix Exploratory study

Photos of exploratory study

C.1 First group of photos exploratory study
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C.2 Second group of photos exploratory study
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Instruments used in the exploratory study
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C.3 Instrument applied to developers
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C.4 Instrument applied to heads of unit
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C.5 List of training games and their assessment
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C.6 Instrument for evaluation of training games
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C.7 Instrument for evaluation of training games
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C.8 Instrument for evaluation of training games
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C.9 Instrument applied to the development group
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C.10 Instrument for evaluation of training games
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Appendix D

Appendix Comparative study

D.1 First group of photos comparative study
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D.2 Second group of photos comparative study
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D.3 Comparative study process
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Appendix E

Appendix Study in a context

academic expert

E.1 First group of photos
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E.2 Second group of photos
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Appendix F

Appendix Evaluation of the

CoMeS-SPL method

E.1 First group of photos
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E.2 Second group of photos
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Survey to characterize the participants in the case study
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Appendix G

Publications

As a result of the research work, some publications were made.

However, it is still pending to publish the results achieved by the last

project stage. The papers realized in this research, including its publi-

cation stage, are as a follow:

International conferences

• An Exploratory Case Study for Scoping Software Product Lines

in a Collaborative Way, Camacho M, Hurtado J, and Alvarez F.

Paper presented in 11th International Workshop on Cooperative

and Human Aspects of Software Engineering CHASE 18 in the

frame of the 40th Conference on Software Engineering ICSE 2018

carried out from May 27 to June 3, 2018 in Gothenburg, Sweden

(https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3195852)

• Identifying Collaborative Aspects During Software ProductLines

Scoping, Camacho M, Hurtado J, and Alvarez F, Paper submitted

and accepted in Workshop: Experiences and Empirical Studies

on Software Reuse (WEESR 2019), that will take place in the

23rd International Systems and Software Product Line Confer-

ence (SPLC 2019) will be held from September 9th to 13th, in

the city of Paris, France.

• Dislexpace: Videojuego serio para niños con dislexia (Dislexpace:
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Serious video game for children with dyslexia) Camacho M, Hur-

tado J, and Alvarez F, Paper presented in the 1st National En-

counter of Technological Innovation for Disability ENITED, held

from December 6 to 8, 2017 in Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico; pub-

lished in the memoirs of event, also selected and published in the

book Health, education, culture and innovation technology for dis-

ability with ISBN: 978-607-542-048-6.

• Un método colaborativo para determinar el alcance de líneas de

productos software (A collaborative method to determine the scope

of software product lines), Camacho M, Hurtado J, and Alvarez F,

Paper presented at the Doctoral Symposium of the Ibero-American

Engineering Conference of Sofware Conference CIbSE 2018 held

from April 23 to 27, 2018, in Bogota.

National conferences

• Toward A domain analysis method for serious video games prod-

uct lines, Camacho M, and Hurtado J, Paper presented at the

doctoral symposium of the 11th Colombian Computer Congress,

held from September 20 to 30, 2016 in the city of Popayán.

• Diseñando videojuegos serios para niños con dislexia (Design-

ing serious video games for children with dyslexia), Camacho M,

Hurtado J, and Alvarez F, Paper presented in the IV journeys of

Computer Human Iteration (HCI), April 23 to 25, 2018 in the city

of Popayán.

• A Collaborative Method for a Tangible Software Product Line Scop-

ing, Camacho M, Hurtado J, and Alvarez F, Paper presented at the

Workshop on Empirical Experiences and Software Reuse within

the framework of the Second International Conference on Applied

Informatics ICAI 2018, November 1 to 3 in Bogota

Journals

Published:
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• An Incremental Method for Visual Analysis of Software Process

Models, Camacho M, Hurtado J, and Ruiz P. Paper published in

the Revista Gerencia Tecnológica Informática" ISSN 1657-8236,

in volume 15 number 43 Third edition of 2016.
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